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NEW QUESTION: 1
Martha has a Submit button on her Timesheet XPage. When
clicked, the button uses the Save Document simple action to
save the data to the underlying document. What parameters does
Martha have to provide to the Save Document simple action?
A. documentName, saveImmediate
B. pageName, mergeConflicts
C. forceSave, createResponse
D. none
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
Your company has a Microsoft Office 365 tenant.
You suspect that several Office 365 features were recently
updated.
You need to view a list of the features that were recently
updated in the tenant.
Solution: You review the Security &amp; Compliance report in
the Microsoft 365 admin center.
Does this meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
The Security &amp; Compliance reports in the Microsoft 365
admin center are reports regarding security and compliance for
your Office 365 Services. For example, email usage reports,
Data Loss Prevention reports etc.
They do not display a list of the features that were recently
updated in the tenant so this solution does not meet the goal.
To meet the goal, you need to use in the Microsoft 365 admin
center.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/office365-security/download-existing-reports

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which option allows users to specify how directory structures
are handled when performing a restore to a new location?
A. restoredir
B. restorepath
C. preservedir
D. preservepath
Answer: D
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